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Zoeftig seating, whatever the setting
Over 50 years’ experience

The Zoeftig name has long been synonymous with innovation and the highest possible quality standards. And this commitment
to finding new and better solutions to our clients’ project requirements continues to be the foundation for everything we do.
With a particular focus on the passenger terminal market and transport
waiting areas, but also offering a full range of products and services for
waiting areas in the healthcare, judicial and government markets, the
Zoeftig name has long been associated with innovation and exceptional
quality standards.
Zoeftig’s groundbreaking products can be found in airports, railway
stations, bus depots, cruise and ferry terminals and waiting rooms
the world over. Put simply, our systems are proven in a diversity of
locations, on every continent.
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Today, we remain right at the very forefront of developments in the
industry and are celebrated for our creative and design-led approach.
Whether through an ongoing commitment to rigorous research, the
development of new design methodologies or constant collaboration
with architects, interior designers, suppliers and passengers, rest
assured Zoeftig is doing its very utmost to push back the design
frontiers and underline its position as the number one name in the
public seating sector.
With seating that, truly, never stands still.

Seating setting the right example
Corporate and social responsibility

As a respected, market-leading, international manufacturer, Zoeftig
takes its corporate and social responsibilities extremely seriously.
This commitment is embodied in the Corporate and Social Responsibility
(CSR) policy that sits at the heart of our business, encompassing three
main areas:
• Environment – we are constantly exploring how to minimise the
environmental impacts of our products and operations through increased
product longevity, better material selection, more sustainable design
and manufacturing processes and improved waste management

Environment
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People

• People – we value our people enormously and are committed to their
development, fostering an environment where independent and creative
thought is encouraged, and where staff have the opportunity to build on
their skills
• Community – as well as financial aid for local charities, we are
looking to the future by developing award-winning links with the local
community, including local universities and participation in the
Knowledge Transfer Partnership

Community

Zoeftig. The seating solution everyone’s waiting for
The public transport seating solutions travelling the world

Wherever in the world there are large numbers of people waiting
for public transport, rest assured you’ll find the Zoeftig range of
high performance seating systems.
Whether it’s for train or metro stations, bus depots or ferry
terminals, trust Zoeftig to provide just the right seating solution
you’re looking for.
Our renowned seating systems have been successfully installed
into many waiting areas around the world, from Dover to Dubai, and
our long and ever growing list of blue-chip clients includes Arriva,
National Express, Irish Rail, First Group, ScotRail, Port of Dover,
Network Rail, Associated British Ports and Dubai Metro – to name
but a few.
Zoeftig boasts a comprehensive range of seating solutions for the
transport sector in a wide variety of finishes. With design and
innovation central to the Zoeftig business vision, you can trust our
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experienced design team to tailor precisely the right seating system
to meet your most specific needs. Working closely with station,
depot or terminal planning, operations personnel, architects and
designers, we will configure a solution to any specification, for any
budget – to create the ideal waiting area experience.
In fact, time and time again, where no existing product will suffice,
Zoeftig has gone above and beyond to develop the technology and
conceive an entirely new seating solution. An innovative custombuilt special that’s designed to match the client’s most precise
requirements.
Whether you’re getting a standard solution from Zoeftig or
something completely bespoke, the end result is always the same.
Transport sector seating stylish and comfortable enough to create a
welcoming and inviting environment for passengers, but also robust
and durable enough to withstand the rigours of daily use by many
thousands of travellers.

Seating meeting all your transport needs
Style, design, quality

The Zoeftig range of seating products has been designed with the
specific needs of the transport sector in mind.

Last but not least, with their simple modular component structure and
minimal footprint, our seating solutions are quick and easy to install.

Our products have been manufactured to the very highest standards of
quality and durability, to ensure our seating is as hardwearing as it is
good looking. Seating solutions as attractive and aesthetically appealing
as they are resilient and long lasting.

Zoeftig has five product ranges tailored to the needs of the transport sector:

Zoeftig seating also offers exceptional levels of flexibility and versatility.
Our systems come with table, seat, arm and bench options and are
available in a whole host of different sizes, seat lengths and finishes.
We even have seating solutions that are equally at home indoors or out.
Not too surprisingly, user comfort is a key consideration with our seating
solutions. So you’ll be pleased to hear that our ergonomically designed
seating is as easy on the body as it is on the eye. Making it the ideal
choice where people need somewhere relaxing and comfortable to wait.
Following on from extensive research we’ve conducted into user issues,
we have also designed our seating solutions to offer exceptional ease of
cleaning and maintenance. Every last shape, surface and component
junction has been specially engineered to avoid dirt traps, while simple
upholstery pads or full upholstery and market-leading under seat
clearance also help to speed up cleaning.
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• inFINITE – with its beamless structure, inFINITE is the industry’s
most flexible and reconfigurable terminal seating system ever, giving
an unprecedented level of freedom to clients, designers, planners
and architects
• Zenky – combining clean crisp lines with market-leading strength and
comfort, a versatile seating solution that can have its configuration
tailored and modified to suit. Strength tested to EN12727 Test Level 4
severe contract use and ANSI/BIFMA X5.4-2005
• Zenky Plus – building upon the success of the ever-popular original
design, we have incorporated an even slimmer profile, higher back rest
and also eliminated the gap between the seat and back rest
• Zineare – a seating system that gives you the best of both worlds –
the utmost in elegant and sophisticated seating design, plus the longlasting strength to match. Strength tested to EN12727 Test Level 4
severe contract use and ANSI/BIFMA X5.4-2005
• Zona – a crisp streamlined profile, sleek seat and arms and simple
uncluttered design belie the inherent strength and durability of this
seating system

Case study
The seating solution arriving at Dubai Metro is Zoeftig

Dubai Metro, UAE
When the world’s longest, fully automated, driverless railway
system needed 2000 seats spread across multiple locations, it
turned to a manufacturer with a proven track record – Zoeftig.
Any seating solution would have to satisfy a number of very specific
customer requirements. For instance, with the Dubai Metro 52km
in length and the seats spread across 47 separate stations, smooth
logistical management of component parts when packing and
despatching was vital.
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effect on any traditional polished products, and chroming was not
an option because of its perceived environmental impact.
The Zoeftig response was typically innovative. By modifying the
specification of the aluminium arm and leg castings on an existing
airport product, Zenky Perforated stainless steel, we created a
seating solution capable of withstanding Dubai’s humid and salty
environment, without the need for chroming.

It was also essential for any seating to be aesthetically appealing
and architecturally pleasing, to fit in with the striking, state of the
art surroundings and interiors of the metro station. All this, at the
same time as meeting stringent quality criteria, and being robust
enough to withstand the rigors of 23,000 passengers per direction
per hour.

What’s more, we provided the perfect visual complement for the
Metro’s stunning interiors by redesigning a contemporary new
perforation pattern for the seat and back steels. Not only did its
crisp, clean lines deliver a distinctive and attractive solution, the
new pattern also improved product strength. Quality assured to
ISO 9001:2008, the seating even incorporates specialist bespoke
insulation components to protect seat users from earth leakage.

A further important consideration was Dubai’s extreme
temperatures. The very hot and arid climate, not to mention the
corrosive effect of the sea air, would have an inevitable dulling

In short, Zoeftig has provided a seating solution that more than lives
up to the Dubai Metro vision to supply ‘Safe and smooth transport
for all’. Truly, seating setting the station standard.

Case study
Unrivalled track record

The national rail network, UK
The UK boasts one of the largest and densest rail networks in
the world. More recently, increasing road congestion and rising
motoring costs in Britain have helped its railway to become the
fastest growing in Europe (and the fifth most used in the world).
With hundreds of people passing through its stations every single
day, platform seating needs to be resilient.

Zoeftig has installed its seating at rail passenger hubs up and down
the country, in some of the busiest stations, from London Paddington
to Queens Park, Glasgow. Its Zineare range is a firm favourite
amongst rail operators, as it is ideally suited to the UK’s varied and
unpredictable climatic conditions including sudden changes in
temperature and humidity and differing levels of salinity.

Since the UK’s railway operations were privatised during the 1990s,
a number of regional operators have managed the vast network of
stations, each with different challenges and requirements.

In creating platform seating, Zoeftig understands that durability
and helping passengers start their journey in comfort are key.
The Zineare product can be easily tailored with a choice of finishes
to meet their specific needs; be it branding the seating in the
corporate colours of the franchise operator or clearly identifying
seating for the visually impaired. Zineare is the ultimate combination
of utility, ergonomics and great design. Beautifully robust engineering
and rigorous attention to detail makes it an elegant solution for even
the most demanding exterior applications.

Zoeftig works with the leading UK operators, including Network
Rail, Arriva, Docklands Light Railway, and First Group franchises:
First Great Western, First ScotRail, First Capital Connect, and First
Transpennine. Rail clients return to Zoeftig time and again because
they know they can rely on us for the right products, service and
quality on every platform, every time.
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Case study
Zoeftig first port of call for Southampton

City Cruise Terminal,
Western docks, Southampton, UK
When the firmly established capital of the UK’s cruise industry
needed a seating solution for the refurbishment of a cruise
terminal, it set a course for Zoeftig.
Our success and capability are already well proven in the cruise
industry. In 2009, Zoeftig supplied Zenky seating for Associated
British Ports’ new £19 million Ocean Cruise Terminal
in Southampton.
Following on from this success, the Zenky product has now
been specified for the refurbishment of the City Cruise Terminal
in Southampton’s Western Docks.
With its sleek profile and attractive design, Zenky offered
precisely the right levels of durability, comfort and style for the
ocean-side installation.
The perfect seating system solution for what is rapidly
becoming the biggest cruise ship hub in Europe.
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Case study
Olympic standard seating

Blackfriars Station, London, UK
Before spectators took their seats for the spectacular opening
ceremony at the London Olympics on 27th July 2013, we took
our seats to London Blackfriars Station as part of a £5.5 million
station re-development.
It was essential for any seating to be durable and hardwearing
as well as stylish, not only to cope with the influx of many
thousands of passengers from all over the world for the Games
but also to provide comfortable ergonomically designed seating
for many years to come once the Olympics had finished.
The beautifully designed perforated stainless steel Zenky
seats provide an ideal complement to the striking interiors of
the new-look station, and in addition to meeting stringent
environmental demands, also incorporate ingenious features
such as highly visible yellow arms to aid passengers with
impaired vision.
Put simply, it’s a seating solution that wins gold for
performance and aesthetic appeal.

Digbeth Coach Station, Birmingham, UK
Digbeth coach station sits right in the heart of the UK’s second city and
was completely rebuilt as part of a multi-million pound redevelopment
of Birmingham city centre.
The new facility required the installation of over 200 seats that needed to
be delivered and installed in record time and also help the new station
achieve its strict sustainability aspirations.
The seating was a mix of three and four unit configurations of the
iconic Zenky range and provided the perfect waiting area for passengers
travelling around the UK and further afield with leading coach
company National Express.
The new station was awarded an ‘Excellent’ rating under the BRE
Environmental Assessment Method and boasts a double height,
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illuminated and fully glazed enclosed concourse with modern passenger
information displays and dedicated seating for each waiting bay, along
with temperature controlled waiting areas delivering additional comfort
for passengers.

“

Zoeftig provided high quality and comfortable seating
for our passengers in the new Digbeth Coach Station.
The project comprising over 200 seats was completed to
very high standards within our required timescales. We are
very satisfied with the level of service and installation.

Stuart Parker, Director of Property, National Express.

”

Case study
A soar away success in San Diego

San Diego International Airport, USA
As part of its ongoing Green Build programme, San Diego
International airport was looking for a solution setting new seating
standards across a number of different areas.
Not only did the airport want to meet all the needs of today’s 21st
century traveller, it also wanted to give due consideration to the
future with seating that demonstrated outstanding sustainable
credentials. In short, a seating solution for tomorrow, not just today.
What’s more, the project had very specific demands regarding seat
size, shape, form and ergonomics, not to mention a requirement to
provide a large number of seats that catered for People with
Reduced Mobility.
Drawing upon all our experience and expertise, Zoeftig provided a
stand-out seating solution.
Passenger waiting areas were fitted with over 2,200 seats in a range
of configurations that included Solo business units – a cleverly
designed seating arrangement that provides a private area with its
own table and built-in power outlet, Zoeftig’s unique PowerArm.

This ingenious power supply was incorporated into over half of the
seating and allows passengers to recharge everything, from smart
phones and tablets to laptops and MP3 players. Perfect for the
today’s modern traveller-on-the-move.
The solution provided by Zoeftig ticked all the sustainability boxes,
too. Almost every component used in the seats is 100% recyclable,
while the modular nature of the system means that the seating can
be easily reconfigured should future requirements change – saving
time and, money and materials. Indeed, with the product quality
tested to meet the stringent demands of ISO 9001 and 14001, our
seating has been engineered with longevity firmly in mind.
The end result provides San Diego International Airport with the best
of both worlds. A seating solution that is effectively custom built to
meet the project’s many varied demands – but at a competitive price
that belies the highly bespoke nature of the design.

“

We chose Zoeftig as our passenger seating supplier in The Green Build terminal expansion based on a number of factors.
In our solicitation, they met all our needs regarding pricing, style and commitment to admirable sustainability principles
in both design and production. These factors fit well with the sustainability goals we established for The Green Build.

Thella F. Bowens, President/CEO of the San Diego County Regional Airport Authority.
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